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Summary
This article explores how a collaboration technology called Artificial Swarm Intelligence
(ASI) addresses the limitations associated with group decision making, amplifies the intelligence
of human groups, and facilitates better business decisions. It demonstrates of how ASI has been 
used by businesses to harness the diverse perspectives that individual participants bring to groups
and to facilitate convergence upon decisions. It advances the understanding of how artificial
intelligence (AI) can be used to enhance, rather than replace, teams as they collaborate to make
business decisions.
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A growing body of research demonstrates how artificial intelligence (AI) is helping 
humans make better decisions.1 In particular, AI relies on advances in machine learning, creating 
value by analyzing very large data sets, and delivering insights to decision makers, thereby 
improving and accelerating the decision-making process. Examples of how machine learning AI 

















can be leveraged by decision makers range from gleaning market insights about customers to 
providing more accurate medical diagnoses.2 Along with these advances in machine learning 
comes the fear that human workers will soon be replaced by machines or will rely too heavily on 
guidance from machines without having access to the underlying algorithms that produced the
guidance. Diverging from the dominant discourse that predicts the rise of machines, emerging 
research is beginning to explore the ways in which AI can elevate human capabilities rather than 
replace them.
Machine learning AI is centered on making predictions informed by massive amounts of 
existing data that can be codified, stored, and manipulated by computers. The type of knowledge
that can be processed by computers is called explicit knowledge, and machine learning 
extrapolates from explicit knowledge that is known. Yet, when confronted with real problems, 
businesses often find that adequate historical data are not available for many important decisions:
What are our strategic priorities? Should we enter a new market? What product should we
launch? How do we accurately forecast sales for a new product? Which design creates the better 
user experience? In fact, for these types of business decisions, which are called known unknowns, 
groups of humans can perform rather well.3 Decisions such as these often require and benefit
from tacit knowledge—unique knowledge that individuals possess but cannot articulate.4 Tacit 
knowledge takes on several forms and includes deep-seated knowledge that people are unaware
that they have and how they acquired it, but can access in order to solve problems and make
decisions.5 Tacit knowledge includes personal experience, skills, perceptions, intuition, mental
models, beliefs, and feelings.6 Unlike explicit knowledge (facts, procedures, and routines), which 
can be articulated, codified, stored, and processed, tacit knowledge can be difficult to convert
into words or numbers and thereby difficult to transfer to others in a discussion or to codify for 
 
 















machine learning purposes.7 While humans have access to both explicit and tacit knowledge, 
lack of access to tacit knowledge and the reliance on historical data from which patterns can be
identified are major limiting factors of AI that is predicated on machine learning.8 Machine
learning can only work off of the codified information to which it has access.
Broader strategic questions require knowledge that cannot be reduced to and captured by 
data alone.9 If optimal business performance is dependent on both explicit and tacit knowledge, 
how might we get beyond the limitations of machine learning AI and bring humans with all of 
their knowledge—both explicit and tacit—into the loop?10 When machines and people are
connected in the right ways, they can achieve greater intelligence and make better decisions.11 
The purpose of this article is to describe how Artificial Swarm Intelligence (ASI)—a form of AI 
that is not predicated solely on machine learning—can harness and amplify the knowledge, 
wisdom, and insights of human groups to make more effective predictions and decisions that
involve known unknowns.
ASI draws from the methods of achieving collective intelligence found in biological
swarms to enable human groups to form a single emergent intelligence. ASI provides the means
for networked individuals to combine their explicit and tacit knowledge in real time and to work 
synchronously to make predictions, to assess alternatives, and to reach decisions about known 
unknowns. When enabled by ASI, human swarms form a collectively intelligent system that can 
outperform traditional methods of dealing with known unknowns, including machine learning 
AI.12 Moreover, ASI enables dozens, hundreds, or potentially thousands of people to combine
their insights simultaneously and to successfully reach decisions as a unified system. This article
demonstrates how groups of humans, when enabled by computing, can pool their intelligence



















known unknowns.13 Indeed, it is this type of collaborative arrangement between humans and 
machines where businesses have achieved the largest performance improvements.14 
To introduce the ASI approach to making decisions about known unknowns, we
introduce the biological models and theory upon which ASI is based. Then, we contrast ASI with 
other approaches to harnessing the collective intelligence of groups to address known unknowns. 
Through extended case examples, we demonstrate how human swarms can reach decisions that
exceed the accuracy of traditional methods of pooling intelligence, but also include the
perspectives of all group members. In doing so, we offer an optimistic picture of the future of 
AI— one that brings groups of diverse people together and amplifies human intelligence by 
capitalizing on what humans do well, which is to bring their unique explicit and tacit knowledge
to bear on known unknowns.
ASI: Mimicking Nature to Facilitate Human Superminds
Schools of fish, flocks of birds, colonies of ants, and swarms of bees exhibit collective
intelligence, in that they are capable of making decisions that extend beyond the knowledge of 
individuals in the group.15 As they confront known unknowns (e.g., where to find food or where
to locate a hive), individuals within the group base their decisions on self-organized local
interactions with group members.16 The kind of self-organization enabled by these multi-agent
systems— whether they are composed of bees, ants, or fish—enables the swarm to amplify 
intelligence and to suppress errors, while collaborating to converge upon solutions (e.g., 
identifying a food source or a hive location) that are optimized for the collective.17 The improved 
















Business systems that mimic swarm behavior have been around for decades and have
been used to solve optimization problems like freight logistics, routing in telecommunication 
networks, and planning workflow in distribution warehouses.19 Swarm intelligence systems that
enable drones to self-organize as a coherent and coordinated group have been modeled after 
flocking birds and the synchronized movements of robot systems have been modeled on schools
of fish.20 While these types of AI systems have many useful applications, the emergent decision-
making process found in honey bee swarms provides a powerful analog for how human brains
arrive at complex decisions and has informed the development of ASI, which enables groups of 
networked humans to function as a unified intelligence and to make complex and nuanced 
decisions about known unknowns that draw from the explicit and tacit knowledge of all group 
members.21 
As a means of understanding how ASI enables humans to operate as a unified 
intelligence, we summarize briefly the well-studied collective decision-making process of honey 
bees, which use swarm intelligence to reach decisions when scouting and selecting a suitable
location for a new colony.22 Hundreds of individual scout bees search a large area for potential
sites, and then deliberate as a closed-loop system to select a location, with each participant
influencing the collective decision of the group through body vibrations that encode the direction 
and distance to possible colony sites along with the strength of support for that site, as well as
stop signals that inhibit other dancers. This process of real-time negotiation over competing 
signals continues until a quorum emerges that favors a particular site.23 Optimal decisions are
reached by the swarm over 80% of the time.24 
Recent developments in interface design, networking, and AI processing make it possible















software permits humans to explore options collectively in a decision space though an interface, 
while the AI engine processes in real time the input or behavioral data that humans provide. This
produces an intelligent system composed of networked participants, where each participant
contributes unique tacit and explicit knowledge in parallel with other participants, as the group 
makes a decision that is optimized for the collective. The following describes a specific
implementation of ASI, called Swarm AI®, to illustrate how such a system works.
As shown in Figure 1, the system enables members of a networked decision-making 
group to access the swarm interface through their own computers or mobile devices. The
interface includes a bar at the top that poses the decision to be considered and a graphic that plots
response options at points around a hexagon. Participants each provide input by moving their 
own U-shaped graphical magnets with a mouse, touchpad, or touchscreen to maneuver the
graphical puck toward their preferred option on the hexagon. The interface requires users to 
engage with the system physically by manipulating the magnet, which has been shown to 
encourage the expression—through gestures and conduct—of tacit knowledge.25 Once the puck 
in the center of the decision space is in play, swarm participants are given up to 60 seconds to 
converge on an option. Individuals exert influence on the group by pulling their magnets away 
from alternatives they do not support toward alternatives that their unique knowledge supports. 
Figure 1 shows the starting state for all participants in a swarm. For illustration purposes, the
participants’ magnets are visible; however, when a swarm session is running, participants cannot
see other participants’ magnets and are responding only to the movement of the puck, which can 
limit herding behavior brought on by information cascades and social influence.26 
The input from each individual is not a vote for a particular option but a continuous
stream that varies with the individual’s intent over time. Movements of all participants’ magnets
 
 














and the resulting force each participant is exerting on the puck are processed by the AI engine
every 250 milliseconds and fed back into the system. The AI algorithms implicitly determine
each participant’s confidence [Insert Figure 1] score at every moment in time based on their 
behaviors (i.e., how they move their magnet), rather than by asking them to self-report
confidence on an abstract scale.27 In turn, the aggregation of these confidence scores then
determines how the puck should move at that moment. In this way, the AI algorithms are
responsive to the behaviors of swarm members and the swarm members are responding to the
emergent dynamics of the system as a whole. By adjusting the position and orientation of their 
graphical magnets with respect to the moving puck, participants simultaneously express their 
own tacit and explicit knowledge and respond to the combined tacit and explicit knowledge of 
the collective, which is expressed via the movement of the puck. The AI engine and the swarm
interface enable complex deliberations to take place in real time, which capitalize on the pooled 
intelligence available in the swarm.28 
Since the puck is in motion throughout the decision period, users need to re-evaluate
continuously their individual knowledge about the question being asked and update the position 
and orientation of their magnets accordingly.29 This is significant, as it requires all participants to 
be engaged throughout the deliberation process. If a swarm participant stops moving their 
magnet in relation to the changing position of the puck, the distance between the puck and their 
magnet grows and their influence wanes. Importantly, all members of the swarm have equal and 
simultaneous capacity to influence and to respond to the intent of the group, which limits the
herding behaviors that can impair group decision making.30 Anonymity eliminates leaders and 
followers, so that the decision reached by the swarm reflects all of the tacit and explicit

















   
almost converges on one response option; then, as the swarm deliberates in real time, participants
with stronger confidence in another response option may exert influence on the puck so that it
changes direction, moves toward, and converges upon a different response. This makes it
difficult for swarm participants to be herded into an end state, since the end state cannot be
inferred from what participants can see in the interface.
The ASI interface is completely flexible. Decision makers can either populate the
hexagon with response options for swarm participants or they can use “suggestion mode” and 
start with a completely blank hexagon. Suggestion mode opens a dialog box, which enables
swarm participants to suggest the response options that they would like to populate around the
hexagon. Since ASI enables only six choices at a time, in order to prevent choice overload, 
suggestion mode can also be followed by a “top that” mode. This means that members of a
swarm can suggest six options and then pick one, using suggestion mode. If “top that” mode is
turned on, then another dialog box opens at the end of the first decision and asks: “Can we top 
that answer?” This enables swarm members to propose five more response options, which they 
would then evaluate against the response option that won the last round—yielding six response
options. Swarm members can repeat the “top that” mode for as long as desired, going through 
dozens and dozens of suggestions—with the best bubbling to the top.
ASI and Machine Learning AI
ASI permits large numbers of humans to collaborate and to make decisions that draw
upon both the explicit and tacit knowledge without requiring explicit communication. Individuals
within the swarm base their decisions on interactions with group members via the puck. As noted 















behavioral data that humans provide. Movements of all participants’ magnets and the resulting 
force exerted on the puck are processed by the Swarm AI® engine and fed back into the system. 
The Swarm AI® engine does not train on subject-specific data. Instead, it trains on human 
behaviors, evaluating the actions, reactions, and interactions of participants in real time as they 
push and pull in response to others. As long as the participants are all human, the system does
not need to be re-trained when it changes to a new application. Emerging research demonstrates
that, by pooling all of the intelligence available in a swarm, ASI enables human groups to make
surprisingly optimized decisions and accurate predictions about problems that are known 
unknowns.31 
In contrast, machine learning AI excels at finding patterns in datasets of digitized 
(explicit) information and facilitates decisions based on what is known. Traditional machine
learning AI engines are trained using subject-specific data. For example, to diagnose chest x-
rays, a machine learning AI system must be trained on hundreds of thousands of x-rays that are
very similar. To use that same AI system to forecast sales, the system would have to be trained 
on historical sales data and the context for all of those historical sales data needs to be similar 
(e.g., no changes in competitors, economic conditions, or products).
Human swarms have outperformed machine learning AI. As an example, researchers at
the Stanford University School of Medicine found that human swarms were significantly more
accurate in diagnosing pneumonia than a state-of-the-art software-only machine-learning 
system.32 Human swarms of just eight radiologists achieved 82% accuracy in diagnosing 
pneumonia, while the machine-learning AI system achieved 60% diagnostic accuracy. The
Stanford study highlights how swarming enables even small groups of experts to pool their 

















Comparing ASI with Other Methods of Pooling Intelligence
So, how do swarms differ from other methods of pooling human intelligence that have
been used to shed light on known unknowns—when there are few historical data available and 
the future cannot be extrapolated from what is known? As noted above, when bees are faced with 
known unknowns (e.g., where to locate the hive), they pool their intelligence and arrive at a
decision that is based on interactions with group members. Moreover, as the swarm collaborates
to converge on a solution, their behavior suppresses individual error and amplifies more
beneficial solutions. This is due do the parallel nature in which knowledge is pooled—all 
participants are interacting simultaneously. In contrast, when businesses are faced with known 
unknowns, they often use surveys or crowds, assemble groups, or use prediction markets to 
aggregate intelligence and to make decisions. While these approaches have benefits, each also 
has important limitations as discussed below.
Surveys. When faced with known unknowns, decision makers often use familiar methods of 
aggregating attitudes, opinions, and preferences that rely on surveys to gain insight about and to 
seek direction from stakeholders. Surveys pool knowledge by aggregating independent input
from participants relatively quickly and cheaply to find frequent or average responses. For 
example, survey research is commonly used to support new product launch, where demand for 
new products is predicted from responses to questions about the purchase category, the product
concept, and purchase intentions.33 Survey results can misinform the decision to launch because
they do not reflect true purchase intentions.34 More generally, surveys are subject to 















desirability, and non-response, which can impact the accuracy of the results.35 Finally, 
determining the confidence that participants have in their responses is accomplished through 
self-report measures, which are known to produce overconfident estimates.36 
In contrast, ASI is an intelligent system of networked participants, where the input from
each individual is not a choice for a particular option on a survey measure. Instead, ASI enables
each participant to express his or her own tacit and explicit knowledge with respect to the options
presented and respond to the combined tacit and explicit knowledge of the collective. The
outcome is the result of a real-time negotiation between swarm participants. Research 
demonstrates that pooling the intelligence of humans through the ASI platform produces more
accurate results than surveys. In one recent study, financial traders were surveyed weekly about
the trends of four common market indices (SPX, GLD, GDX, and CRUDE). After completing 
the survey individually, they convened online as a real-time swarm to answer the same questions
synchronously. Across three months of weekly testing, results showed a 26% increase in 
accuracy when predicting weekly trends as a swarm.37 
Groups. Businesses often use groups to make decisions.38 There are multiple ways in which 
groups can collaborate to pool knowledge relevant to their discussions about known unknowns. 
Group members can engage with each other in a parallel process, such as an unstructured face-
to-face discussion in which participants are consistently responding to each other. Groups can 
also engage in more structured serial processes such as the nominal group or Delphi techniques, 
in which knowledge is pooled sequentially.39 Such groups are selected based on the expertise of 
the participants, but limited resources and coordination costs place an upward limit on the



















Using groups to make decisions about known unknowns is not without drawbacks. 
Groups with 12 or more members experience difficulty having effective interaction, knowledge
exchange, and participation due to process losses and coordination costs.41 Even smaller groups
aided through group decision support systems can struggle to reach an effective decision, failing 
to use the diverse information available to them.42 Groups are also limited because the pool of 
relevant experts is often relatively small and many experts within an organization rely on the
same information source.43 There is also no systematic way to weight the importance of 
information supplied by members.44 As a result, self-ratings or perceptual cues (e.g., 
communication ability) are used to evaluate the confidence of members, both of which are
problematic assessments.45 Others have observed that in many instances, non-experts can out-
predict experts because they are less likely to hold faulty mindsets or to have an ego to protect.46 
Barriers exist to pooling intelligence in groups, often because members may be
discouraged from sharing or they censor themselves. These barriers can stem from biases, 
inequality in status, conformity to norms, or fear of appearing foolish by attempting to verbalize
inexpressible tacit knowledge.47 Business decision-making groups often privilege
communications styles that are logical, rational, and evidence-based.48 Consequently, 
preferences or opinions that are based on tacit knowledge and presented without data-driven 
evidence may be disregarded by the group.49 
Diversity in decision-making groups can also present a challenge. While the potential
benefits of diverse membership in groups is well-supported, actually realizing these benefits is
less common.50 Team membership that reflects diversity along observable differences (e.g., age, 
gender, race, sexual orientation) leads to more emotion-based disagreements, which can hinder 


















overcome some of these limitations, use of consensus-building in decision-making teams is
hindered by the requisite time and effort.52 
ASI is not subject to many of the same limitations of groups. First, swarming does not
require explicit communication. Second, ASI enables parallel processes of deliberation, which 
limit herding. Third, swarms can function effectively, include an incredibly diverse array of 
individuals, and reach a decision (generally, within 60 seconds) with a dozen or more
participants. Moreover, swarms consisting of as few as three members have been shown to 
outperform equally sized groups.53 Fourth, the anonymity that ASI affords masks power 
differentials among participants and can promote more equal participation across all swarm
members. Each individual’s contribution to the swarm is weighted based on his or her real-time 
confidence.54 In sum, swarms have a greater capacity than groups to include and support a large
array of diverse participants to converge on a collective response.
Crowds. Organizations can pool the collective intelligence of hundreds, even thousands, of 
people from all over the world by harnessing crowds.55 The aggregated opinions, predictions, or 
votes of a large diverse, decentralized, and independent group of people can often be more
accurate than the judgments made by any of the individuals that form the group.56 Businesses
have successfully deployed crowdsourcing methods in various ways. For example, they have
used crowdsourcing internally to engage employees in strategy development.57 Organizations
have also used crowds to surface ideas and solutions, as is the case of platforms such as Climate
CoLab, InnoCentive, Spigit, and Brightidea.58 
While popular, using crowds to pool intelligence also has limitations.59 First, 
contributions to crowd-based platforms are often provided serially and may not be independent, 


















wisdom-of-the-crowd effect requires motivating large numbers of people with differing opinions
to contribute to the system.61 Business decisions that require local and specialized knowledge
may not be well-suited to crowdsourcing, as the group with the relevant knowledge is simply too 
small.62 Third, too many contributions to crowdsourcing platforms can be problematic. Sifting 
through and evaluating large numbers of crowdsourced solutions can take years, as well as
considerable human and financial resources.63 The enormity of the task can focus decision 
makers’ attention on ideas that are most familiar to them, which inhibits the organization from
making use of the most promising novel ideas and runs contrary to the purpose of crowdsourcing 
platforms.64 Fourth, to facilitate decision making, many crowdsourcing platforms encourage the
practice of upvoting crowdsourced ideas, which is subject to herding processes (social influence
and information cascades) due to the sequential nature of these votes. Seeing the votes or 
information provided by previous participants can diminish the diversity of information 
considered; cause the crowd to draw a conclusion that is incorrect; and boost the crowd’s
confidence in an incorrect conclusion.65 Algorithmic bias in the display of many choices can also 
hinder the quality of rankings.66 
ASI is able to address some of these limitations. While crowds require large numbers of 
participants, ASI is capable of producing accurate decisions with both a small and large number 
of participants. In addition, ASI is less susceptible to herding because individual contributions
are not visible.67 Finally, researchers have demonstrated that aggregating the input of humans via
ASI is capable of producing more accurate forecasts than large-scale crowds.68 
Prediction markets. Prediction markets are organized to trade the unknown outcome for an event
or topic. They pool the intelligence of participants—each of whom possesses unique

















what participants believe to be the most likely outcome.69 Each market transaction is conducted 
between a single buyer and a single seller, and trades are executed in sequence to engage a full
population. Prediction markets function best with large numbers of participants, with a minimum
of 50.70 The financial incentives or consequences in prediction markets spur people to find and 
act on the best information and to learn from each other. Moreover, markets enable confidence to 
be inferred implicitly through the volume of trades, which can be used to weight the contribution 
of each participant.71 The accuracy of prediction markets for outcomes involving geopolitical or 
sporting events has spurred growing interest in using corporate prediction markets to engage
employees, customers, regulators, stockholders, and suppliers in making predictions about
project outcomes, sales forecasts, product features, and other types of strategic decisions.72 
There are challenges associated with using prediction markets to address known 
unknowns. First, markets require large numbers of active and informed participants. In corporate
settings, the need for confidentiality or the number of available personnel may limit
participation.73 Second, prediction markets require a binary choice task, which is not intuitive
and often poorly understood compared with more familiar rating scales found on surveys.74 
Moreover, a binary outcome choice (e.g., yes/no: will a product feature reach a threshold level of 
interest in the market) may not offer a way of asking the questions that businesses need 
answered. Third, some people have difficulty translating their knowledge into a price in a
prediction market.75 Fourth, because trades are sequential and markets are open until an event
occurs, participants are vulnerable to social influence and information cascades (herding 
behaviors).76 
Like prediction markets, swarms aggregate the explicit and tacit knowledge of 













sets, ASI not only handles binary questions, but also questions with many decision options.77 
Unlike prediction markets, swarms do not require large numbers of financially motivated 
participants to make accurate predictions. In addition, swarms do not operate sequentially. 
Instead, they operate in parallel, which enables swarms to pool intelligence more quickly and can 
also filter out to a significant degree the incorrect or “noisy” information that exists at the
individual level.78 However, these benefits come at the cost of requiring that all participants work 
synchronously together, while prediction markets can operate asynchronously. Still, researchers
have demonstrated that aggregating the input of humans via ASI is capable of producing more
accurate forecasts than largescale prediction markets.79 
In sum, ASI includes some of the positive qualities of pooling intelligence found in 
surveys, groups, crowds, and prediction markets and minimizes some of the limiting aspects. In 
particular, three qualities of ASI—swarm size, its method of pooling intelligence, and its use of 
confidence scores—enable swarms to make better predictions about known unknowns than other 
methods. First, swarms are less restricted by size. Effective surveys, crowds, and prediction 
markets require a large number of participants, while the effectiveness of groups is limited to 
about 12 members. In contrast, ASI has outperformed these other methods by using swarms that
range between 3 and 1000 participants. Second, participants in swarms pool intelligence
anonymously, without communication, and in parallel with each other. These qualities insulate
swarms from herding behaviors such as information cascades and social influence. The serial
nature of pooling intelligence in groups, crowds, and prediction markets makes them particularly 
susceptible to information cascades. Third, participants in swarms are automatically assigned a
real-time confidence score that augments their influence on the collective decision. The only 


















markets, which can use trading volume. As for surveys and crowds, if respondents’ confidence in 
their answers is measured at all, self-report confidence measures are used, which are notoriously 
inaccurate.80 While groups have access to social signals of confidence (e.g., a confident
communication style), these can be misinterpreted or inaccurate. These comparisons are
summarized in Table 1.
What Are the Boundary Conditions for ASI?
While ASI can overcome some limitations of other approaches to pooling knowledge, the
nascent research on human swarming does reveal some limitations surrounding its usefulness for 
making decisions about known unknowns. These relate to issues surrounding synchronicity, the
number of questions asked, whether response options can be articulated for the questions being 
asked, and whether or not participants have some knowledge that is relevant to the domain. First, 
swarming requires that all participants contribute synchronously. While Swarm AI® is capable
of connecting distributed participants, finding a time when everyone can meet may pose a
challenge to organizations seeking to compose a swarm. Moreover, the need for synchronous
network connectivity and either mobile or desktop devices for each participant leaves ASI more
susceptible to technical issues. Second, swarming is best suited for a smaller set of questions
(e.g., < 30) as it may be difficult to sustain engagement across all participants [Insert Table 1] 
with larger question sets.81 Third, ASI is optimized to enable a swarm of participants to consider 
a set of response options and to converge on an option that best satisfies the swarm. However, if 
response options cannot be articulated either in the original consideration set or through the
previously discussed “top that” functionality of Swarm AI®, they cannot be considered by the
















topics to be decided. While participants do not need to be experts, there does need to be existing 
intelligence present in the swarm that can be amplified.83 These boundary conditions inform the
kinds of business decisions that ASI is well-suited to address.
ASI and Business Decision Making
Businesses and other organizations have used technology-enabled platforms to tap the
wisdom of crowds and to source ideas for almost 20 years. By comparison, the use of ASI to 
pool the explicit and tacit knowledge of large groups of people to make decisions or predictions
about known unknowns is nascent. Next, we describe two focused case studies, showing how
businesses have used ASI to pool human intelligence. The first demonstrates how a swarm more
accurately forecasted sales than the traditional forecasting methods used by the business. In the
second case study, we show how ASI brought together employees from across an organization to 
arrive at the strategic priorities that mattered most to the collective. This case illustrates the way 
in which ASI can facilitate group decision making, improve employee engagement, and also 
provide valuable post-processing information that provides insights into the decision process. 
These case studies illustrate a range of possibilities for application of ASI.
Bustle Case: Human Swarms Forecast Sales Better Than Surveys
Accurate sales forecasting is critical to businesses of all sizes, enabling teams to project
revenue, prioritize marketing, plan distribution, and scale inventory levels. For existing products, 
historical data can be used to build models that can predict future sales with reasonable accuracy. 
For new products, however, there are no historical sales data available and predictions are likely 













market, with its short product life cycles and no historical data from which to develop forecasts, 
production and inventory decisions are often made without the benefit of accurate sales forecasts.
While AI has been explored as a means of forecasting sales in fashion retail, many 
companies continue to make decisions on the basis of simpler techniques, as AI models are
complex and require significant resources.85 Use of ASI in this and similar decision 
environments offers advantages, as the accuracy of swarm results does not depend on historical
data. As noted previously, the Swarm AI® engine is trained on behavioral data and not on 
historical, subject-specific datasets. While machine learning AI can only tap into historical data
sets, ASI taps into the “human database.” A business simply needs to engage a group of 
participants who are familiar with the product category and the sales context and enable them to 
swarm. Expertise in forecasting, market research, fashion design, or other relevant skill sets is
not required. For this reason, applying ASI to forecasting problems offers core benefits: it is easy 
to implement, it enables decision makers to engage populations with diverse perspectives and to 
combine their knowledge and insights, and it can be more effective ways than traditional
methods of pooling intelligence such as surveys or polls. The following case supports use of ASI 
in a sales forecasting context.
Bustle Media Group is a large publisher targeting millennial women. In collaboration 
with one of its advertisers—a major, publicly traded U.S.-based clothing manufacturer included 
in the S&P 500—Bustle sought insight into which of the sweaters in a new line of eight sweaters
designed by the manufacturer for the 2018 holiday season would sell better online. Bustle
decided to run a trial to compare ASI predictions with predictions based on traditional survey 
methodology. A panel company was used to source 45 female respondents who fit the [Insert




















Screener questions verified that the women were interested in fashion and had no prior sales
forecasting experience. Respondents were asked to complete an online survey that required them
to rank order the eight sweaters from best to worst selling, using a drag and drop question 
format. The mean rank of each sweater across all surveys was used to generate an ordered list of 
sweaters. Following completion of the survey, respondents logged into the ASI platform and 
rank-ordered the sweaters as a swarm. A process of elimination methodology was used, where
six sweater options were presented, and the least favored option was removed (Figure 2). The
least favored option was replaced by one that the swarm had not yet considered, the question was
repeated, and, once again, the least favored option was removed. The method required seven 
minutes and seven iterations to produce a ranking of all eight sweaters.
At the end of the holiday season, sales data from the clothing manufacturer were used to 
develop comparisons between the swarm and the survey rankings. Table 2 shows that the swarm
ranked the sweaters well, with the top two swarm-ranked sweaters outperforming the bottom
two, by almost 300%. On the other hand, the survey ranked the sweaters poorly, such that the
bottom two survey-ranked sweaters actually outsold the top two. Pooling the knowledge of the
same 45 respondents to arrive at negotiated rankings as a swarm outperformed the aggregation of 
the swarm participants’ individual survey responses. [Insert Table 2]
If the clothing manufacturer were to plan on the basis of survey rankings, it would leave
the company with unsold inventory (i.e., Sweater D), which the company would have to discount
in order to sell. In addition, had the company decided not to make Sweater B, which the swarm
correctly placed in the top three, it would have lost potential sales of $903,569. These results
demonstrate that swarms can outperform survey methodologies as a means of answering known 














companies to improve upon frequently used market research-based methods of forecasting sales
for new products. Better sales forecasts, in turn, lead to improvements in production planning 
and inventory management, and to higher customer service levels through minimizing back-
ordering and out-of-stock situations.
Z Energy Case: Swarming Enables Convergence on Strategic Priorities Better Than Group 
Discussion
Not all business decisions involving known unknowns have a definitively correct answer 
(e.g., Which candidate should we hire? What are our priorities?). To deal with these types of 
decisions, businesses organize decision-making processes that elicit participation and buy-in— 
often in the form of group discussions, surveys, polls, or votes—from key stakeholders. Getting 
key people in the organization to connect with decision outcomes is key to moving strategic
initiatives forward and satisfaction with decision outcomes is critical to sustainable agreement
and implementation.86 With vote-based decisions, individual group member satisfaction with the
final group decision can be lower when initial individual preferences are different from the group 
choice.87 Since satisfaction with a group’s decision is at the heart of sustainable agreement and 
implementation, real-time swarming can offer groups a significant benefit compared with 
traditional decision-making alternatives, such as votes and polls.
The leadership team at Z Energy, a New Zealand fuel distributor with branded service
stations, was intrigued by the advantages that ASI offered over traditional group decision-
making processes. Because participation and buy in were so important to Z Energy executives, 
they decided to use ASI to prioritize 23 strategic initiatives. Their goal was to tap the collective
















top five initiatives that should be explored during an FTR group offsite. Two groups within FTR 
were convened to prioritize strategic initiatives for the company, one comprising 61 individual
contributors and one comprising 42 managers. Both employee groups included male and female
employees, a wide range of ages (25-46+), and employees with varying levels of experience with 
the firm (ranging from < 1 year to 7 + years).
Two swarm sessions were held—one for each group—where employees involved in each 
group considered initiatives across six topic areas, which included finance-related, productivity, 
leadership, technology, employee engagement, and values-based initiatives. An exclusion choice
methodology was used, where six strategic initiatives were presented in the decision space at a
time. Swarm participants were asked to agree on a least preferred strategic option, which was
then replaced with another option. Swarms were repeated until all strategic initiatives were
considered, and the swarm arrived at a final ranking. Each employee group swarmed 22 times to 
rank the 23 strategic initiatives.
Figure 3 shows how the group of 61 individual contributors ranked the ten strategic
options. The figure shows two different rankings: ordinal and scaled. Confidence data, derived 
from the pull exerted by participants’ magnets on each of the decision options, were processed 
by the AI engine and used to produce a more nuanced and informative ranking of the strategic
options. The scaled ranking shows the relative distance between each of the strategic options and 
reveals that the swarm’s preference for some of the strategic options was very close, while the
swarm’s preference for other options was farther apart. As can be seen in Figure 3, not only did 
the swarm rank Commercial Thinking first, but also the swarm ranked it a strong first. The
swarm ranked ERP as a fairly weak second priority (with a scaled ranking of 2.7), which was















group’s preference for the bottom three strategic priorities—Collaboration, Senior Leadership, 
and Change Management—was virtually indistinguishable, with rankings of 9.94, 9.97, and 10, 
respectively. For interested readers, additional post-processing diagnostics that were made
available to Z Energy’s leadership and employee teams are presented in an appendix available in 
the online version of this article.
The leadership team at Z Energy was interested in understanding employee priorities and 
the swarm results provided those insights. While there is no “ground truth” associated with the
ranking of strategic initiatives, the use of ASI offered opportunity for a fairly large group of 
stakeholders to consider their priorities collectively, and to establish a ranking in a relatively 
short period of time that reflected their pooled intelligence and best satisfied the group. The post-
processing charts [see Figure 3] and information provided valuable insights into the group’s
decision-making process and highlighted opportunities for discussion. This was emphasized in 
the following quotation from Jason Sutherland, Business Program Manager:
By using ASI, we engaged employees to make 23 strategic priority decisions in 
the space of an hour. Swarming helped us to narrow our focus on what really mattered. 
Rather than individuals getting after what they deemed to be important, using Swarm
technology brought us together to get after what mattered to us as a unit. As a result, we
have improved employee engagement.
The acceptance of decisions by affected stakeholders is often an important measurement
of the quality of a decision. For important issues, decision acceptance is greater with direct
participation.88 Increased legitimacy and acceptance of decisions is associated with improved 
motivation and performance.89 A low-quality solution that has good acceptance can be more


















The field of AI has long sought to mimic the intelligence found in nature. Human 
intelligence serves as a model for many of these approaches; however, ASI demonstrates that the
answer to building systems capable of doing things that individual humans cannot do may also 
be found in other forms of intelligence in nature. By using machines to enable humans to mimic
the swarm intelligence found in insects, ASI represents a blending of machine and human 
strengths that enables groups of humans to amplify the intelligence of the system. Implications
for future research are presented in an appendix available in the online version of this article. 
Implications for practice are presented below.
Implications for Practice: When to Use ASI
Decision making and prediction. Businesses need to make decisions about known unknowns, 
and making decisions that are even incrementally more accurate can yield significant advantages
over time.91 Making business decisions requires both analytical and intuitive thinking.92 
Consequently, recent calls have advocated for the development of AI solutions that can better 
integrate human explicit and tacit knowledge.93 This article introduces ASI, which enables
human swarms to collectively reach decisions that exceed the accuracy of traditional methods of 
pooling human intelligence.94 
ASI offers flexibility in swarm size and composition. There is often a trade-off between
using crowds and groups—should one value the expertise of a smaller group or the diversity of a
large crowd?95 ASI operates efficiently under both of these conditions, quickly pooling the













known unknowns require input from members of a relatively small group of people, such as
teams making hiring decisions, venture capital firms making decisions about which startups to 
invest in, and hedge fund managers making investment decisions.96 These kinds of questions
preclude the use of prediction markets for several reasons. First, prediction markets function best
with larger groups.97 Second, to engage a large enough group, businesses would have to share
proprietary information or market knowledge broadly, which decision makers may be opposed 
to. Typically small, internal groups deliberate over these types of questions, where herding 
behaviors can limit the knowledge pooled in the group.98 In contrast, for decisions that require
input from a small, internal group of people with specialized knowledge, ASI not only offers a
quick and efficient method of pooling their intelligence but also limits herding behaviors. ASI is
also particularly suitable when the number of participating decision makers is too large to 
function effectively as a group, but is also too small to function well as a crowd or prediction 
market. ASI’s upper limit on group size is unknown. The largest swarm size to date included 
1,000 people, indicating that ASI offers the potential to engage very large groups of diverse and 
distributed participants.
Performance tracking and feedback. ASI also automatically captures extensive real-time data
about individual and swarm behavior as the group converges upon a decision. These data can be
used to provide rapid feedback to swarm participants. Tracking predictions and providing 
feedback is an essential way of improving forecasting performance.99 When individuals receive
timely feedback on the accuracy of their predictions and, more importantly, when they spend 
time reflecting on why they made those choices (e.g., the assumptions made or the data used), 














disseminate instant feedback on the dynamics that occur during a swarm. For example, the Z
Energy case show that people’s starting response is often not where they conclude over the
duration of the swarm. Some participants shift their perspectives multiple times, while others
demonstrate stronger confidence in their initial responses. Review of the real-time data recorded 
by ASI can be used to discuss the various rationales that participants had during the decision-
making process. These data can also be used to record the accuracy of individual and group 
judgments, which can be used to determine how much weight they are assigned in the future.100 
Conclusions
Much of the current discourse on AI is focused on how machine-learning systems help 
humans make better business decisions.101 Machine learning AI systems are designed to 
accomplish specific tasks, by accessing and analyzing enormous volumes of data and providing 
intelligence so that humans can make faster, more efficient, and more effective decisions. The
fear is that, as advances in AI are made, systems could engage in “recursive self-improvement”
and trigger an intelligence explosion that surpasses human intellect. At this point, humans will no 
longer be needed to develop, train, and manage various AI applications or interpret results and 
make decisions.102 
We have demonstrated how ASI can amplify the intelligence of relatively small groups of 
people, such that they exceed the results returned by surveys, polls, prediction markets, and 
machine learning AI. With the capacity to connect thousands of people around the world as a
unified intelligence—a “brain of brains”—ASI is a kind of Supermind that has the potential to 
enable organizations to capitalize on the diversity, wisdom, and knowledge available in large














predictions, and to make more effective decisions.103 Moreover, because the ASI interface
enables swarm participants to remain anonymous, individual swarm members are not subject to 
the status or reputational pressures that prevent them from sharing knowledge, opinions, and 
experience that are not widely held or that contradict more forceful or higher-ranking speakers, 
as they often are in face-to-face team meetings. Using ASI to support decision making means
that the totality of the expertise in the swarm is available to organizations or team leaders. In 
addition, while traditional decision-making methods, such as polls and votes, can be polarizing, 
ASI provides a means for enabling groups to explore a decision space and to find common 
ground. Finally, because swarms converge upon a unified solution together, they do not amplify 
individual errors or fall victim to herding effects.
Emerging research on ASI encourages researchers and practitioners to think more
broadly about the potential of AI and expands the discourse.104 Rather than focusing on a
narrative where computers will eventually do most things by themselves, ASI reinforces the fact
that, throughout history, human achievements have required the work of groups of people. ASI 
directs attention on how we might enhance human capabilities through AI, rather than replacing 
them. Moreover, the cases described above illustrate how ASI, even in its nascent state, can 
outperform traditional methods of supporting group decisions, such as votes and polls; enable
groups to reach decisions that individual participants are more satisfied with; amplify the
intelligence of a group; and surpass the intelligence of machine learning AI.
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